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WHAT MEAT MEANS
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Most Americans do not want to know how
the meat they eat is produced, if only so they
can continue to eat it. Nearly every aspect of
meat production in America is disturbing,
from the way animals are raised, to inadequate inspection of the final product. When
it comes to what happens in the slaughterhouse, most of us mentally avert our eyes.
Yet in the past decade, the handling of
livestock on their way to the killing floor
has actually been one of the parts of the
business that has improved most
significantly.
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is cutting flesh - hard, manual labor - the
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dangers are very high for meat workers,
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man/Doctor “when I get home, I can barely
whose flesh is every bit as vulnerable as
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that of the pork beef or chicken passing by. move my hands or arms after working all
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means immigrants whose language
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difficulties compound the risks of the job. or I am told to “harden up” and get back on need, while training has been of a
The result, according to a new report by
minimalist nature. Workers who return
the job, or its my fault that I ended up with
Human Rights Watch, is "extraordinarily
to work to early following MSD injury
high rates of injury" in conditions that
MSD, or take some more anti-inflammatory face an increased risk of injury where
systematically violate human rights. In
“Voltaren” pills to ease the pain not knowthe work pace is too great for the curfact, the report finds, some major players
in the American meat industry prey upon a ing I could end up with a stomach ulcer.
rent level of rehabilitation. MSD risks
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As a result, those workers often receive
little or no compensation for injuries, and
any attempt to organize is met with hostility.
The industry has little incentive to improve
conditions on its own, except a decent
uncertain times, given the global financial
The ANZ
regard for human rights. The only reasoncrises, we remain cautiously positive going
Commodity
able prospect of improvement depends on
Price Index forward” says Bill Falconer MIA Chairman also
the enforcement of federal and state law.
adding that beef into North America tells a
recorded
Unfortunately, those laws at present are too
weak and too riddled with loopholes to
another fall similar story. Current beef returns are 25provide the regulations needed to increase
in January – 30% ahead of a year ago.
worker safety and improve workers' rights.
Drought and dairy expansion have reduced
its sixth
A systematic regulatory look at the meat
this year’s lamb numbers to 27.3 million - a
consecutive
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monthly
dedards, is desperately needed. In recent
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years, Americans have had the habit of think- cline – with a drop of 4.3% in January.
ing of wide-scale workplace abuses as fora decrease of 23.2%.
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houses are international matters, because so
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many of the workers are actually citizens of
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returns from lamb are well up on those
other countries. But in this case, the abuses
March ‘09 the NZ lamb kill is down 11.6%
are taking place right at home, and as part of 12 months ago. “This is illustrated by
our food chain.
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plate. Right now, that is hardly the case.
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